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1. Introduction
Systems of nonlinear equations can seldom be solved exactly. Usually,
one must obtain approximations to the solutions of such systems by iteration.
Quasi-Newton methods (also known as variable metric, variance, secant, update,
or modification methods) constitute a class of iterative procedures which may
be regarded as generalizations of the secant method for solving a single
equation in one unknown. Indeed, not only is the quasi-Newton equation (the
equation characteristically satisfied by the iterates produced by these methods)
a direct extension of the equation which defines the iterates of the secam,
method, but also these procedures share many of the computational advantages
of the secant method over Newton's method.
Quasi-Newton methods were first introduced in the papers of Davidon [21,
Fletcher and Powell [47, and Broyden [11. In spite of their recent origins,
these methods have proved them!3eives in dealing with practical problems and
have become the subject of a large amount of research. The paper of Dennis
and More'[3) provides both an excellent in-depth survey and an elegant unified
development of quasi-Newton methods and their theory as understood in the mid-
1970 1 s. The main body of this note is a rearrangement and condensation of
__ 
material in 131.
Tn the followin-., we first fonmilato precisely the problem to bo solved
and motivate the introduction of quasi-Newton methods by considering the
classical Newton and secant methods and their properties. We then survey
three highly successful quasi-Newton methods: Broyden's method for the
solution of general nonlinear equations, and the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
and Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Stnnno procedures for unconstrained minimization.
(The last two methods will henceforth be referred to as the DFP and BMIS methods,
respectively.) Finally, we compare the properties of these methods to those of
Newton's method and MMR in potential application: to uk ximum-likelihood esti-
mation of parameters in mixture distributions.
2. The problem
We consider the problem of solving F(x) = 0 in an open convex subset
D of 0 under the following assumptions on the mapping F:D -* Rn :
(a) F is continuously differentiable on D.
(b) There is an x* in D such that F(x*) = 0 and
F'(0) is nonsingular.
Newton's method for iteratively approximating the solution x* begins with
an initial approximation x0 to x* and attempts to obtain improved approxi-
mations by the iteration
ak+1 = xk - F'(xk )-lF(xk )	 k = 0,1, ... .
The convergence properties of Newton's method which are important here are
summarized in the following theorem.
z
3Thoorem: Whenever x0 is Sufficiently near x*, there iu a sequence
fait}	 of non-nogative numbers which converges to zero and for which
fr-0,1,...
(1) Ixk+1 - x*I s aiclxiC - 01	 it M 0,1 2 ...
If, in addition to satisfying assumption=s (a) and (b) above, F has a derivative
which is Lipschitz continuous at x*, i.e., there exists a is for which
IF I M - r"(x*)I s rlx - x*I for all x sufficiently near x*, then there
exists a constant 0 such that
(2) Ix 101 - x*1 s Rlxic - x*12
	 It - 0,1, ...
whenever x0 is sufficiently near x*.
A sequence which satisfies an inequality of the form (1) with a sequence
{ak}k-0,1,... :which converges to zero is said to converge superlinearly. If
a sequence satisfies an inequality of the form (2), then it is said to converge
quadratically. Superlinear convergence is fast; quadratic convergence is very
fast. Since Lipschitz continuity is a very weak assumption, one might say that
the theorem asserts that the convergence exhibited by the Newton iterates is
always fast and almost always very fast.
The rapid convergence of the Newton iterates is the major advantage of
Newton's method. Another advantage is that Newton's method is "self-corrective"
in the sense that 
xk+1 depends only on F and xic so that bad effects of
previous iterations are not carried along. (Quasi-Newton methods are not self-
corrective in this sense.) Balanced against these advantages is the fact that
Newton's method often requires a great deal of computation at each iteration.
Indeed, the deterrtdnation of each iterate requires 0(n 2 ) function evaluations
and C)O) arithmetic operationo. Thus one is led to ask whether there
are methods which retain fast convergence while requiring fearer function
evaluations and arithmetic operation, at each iteration.
With this question in mind, consider the secant method in the case
n - 1. This method begins with an initial approximation x 0 to x* and
Wines successive approximations by the iteration
_	 xk ° xk-1
x1t+1 V xit	 F^'( ) - I'(x
	
) £(xlt) .
3 it	 1t-1
One may regard the secant method as being obtained from Newton's method by
replacing the derivative P'(xjt) by a finite-difference approximation. A
particular consequence is that the number of function evaluations per iteration
is reduced from two for Newton's method to one for the secant method while the
number of arithmetic operations per iteration is not siE7lificantly increased.
It can be proved that, for x0 sufficiently near x*, the iterates produced
by the secant method exhibit superlinear convergence rather than quadratic
convergence ds in the case of the Newton iterates. Nevertheless, superlinear
convergence is still fast, and experience has shown that, as a general-purpose
algorithm, the secant method is more efficient in total computation time than
Newton's method. This suggests that generalizations of the secant method to
higher dimensions might be similarly successful.
3. Quasi-Newton methods
Quasi=Newton methods are generalizations of the secant method which are
applicable to problems of the type at hand involving an arbitrary number of
independent variables. The key properties of these methods are that the
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iterates exhibit superlinear local convergenco and that each iteration
requires n function evaluations and 0(n2 ) arithmetic operations. In
spite of the fact that quasi-Newton methods do not have the quadratic conver-
gence property of Newton's method, the comparatively small number of Wnction
evaluations and arithmetic operations make them preferable to Ncwton'o method
in many applications.
Q asi-Newton methods have the general form
1
xk+1 v x1t - Bk FNO
where Bk satisfies the quasi-Newton equation
(3)	 Bk(xk - xk_1 ) = F(xk ) - F(xk_1 ) .
Note that Bk has the action of a finite-difference approximation to
F'(xk_1) in the direction (xk - xk_l ). Thus quasi-Newton methods in general
bear the same relation to Newton's method as the secant method in the case
n=1.
It is clear that the secant method is a quasi-Newton method. In fact,
if n = 1, then the quasi-Newton equation determines the scalar Bk exactly,
and so the secant methad is the only quasi-Newton method in this case. If
n > 1, then the quasi-Newton equation alone does not determine BC uniquely;
hence, there is no unique natural extension of the secant method to the case
of an arbitrary number of independent variables. This lack of uniqueness in
the general case may be regarded as an advantage, for it allows a variety of
quasi-Newton algorithms which may be drawn upon to take advantage of any
special structure which may be present in specific problems of interest.
5
6l-Then n a 1, one must impose relations, betwoan cut.ceouive matrices
Blt and their predecessors, which, together with the quasi-Nowton equation,
uniquely determine these matrices inductively. In general, those relations
are chosen frith an eye totrard minimizing the com putational complexity of the
raculting update formula for dctermirring lilt+l from Blt , xlt , and P while
talting ma:timal advantage of whatever special structure may be shared by the
particular problems under consideration. Of the three quasi-Newton methods
presented below, the first (Broyden's method) is intended to be a general
purpose algorithm which can be applied to all problems without regard to
special structure. Consequently, in Broyden's method, lit+1 is obtained by
adding a rank-one "correction term" to Bit in such a way that the quasi-
Newton equation is satisfied and Bk+1 agrees with B  on the orthogonal
complement of (xIt+1 - xk). In a sense, this may be regarded as the "simplest"
%-W to obtain %+1 from B t in such a way that the quasi-Newton equation is
satisfied. On the other hand, the second two methods (the DFP and BFGS methods)
are designed for unconstrained minimization problems, in which the Jacobian
F'(x) can be expected to be symmetric and positive-definite. Thus the update
formulas for these methods are such that the successive B lt 's "inherit"
symmetry and posit ive-def'uziteness from the preceding ones. Not surprisingly,
thes= formulas are more complex than the update formula of Broyden's method.
In fact, in order to omrnntee hereditary symmetry and positive-definiteness,
it is necessary in these formulas to determine N+l from Bk with a
correction term of rat-At two.
7p . d3rsyden' c method for £;moral nenline::r _ecjuationc
broyden'e method is, in a cenoe, the "oimpleat" of the moat popular
quasi-Newton methods and is intended to be a [;moral-pu rpoae alfforithm for
colvir.m
 arbitrary nonlinear equations. Fib derive the formula uccd i- droyden'o
method to update the matrices Blt , suppoao that, for scme It a 0 2 one ha.-
arrived at xIt and 
Al.. Then xlt+1 can be I enevated by the formula
xk+1 = xit - Bki F(xk) .
Our objective is to use 
xk, xk+l' 13k and F to update 13k in the
"simplest" way to obtain a matrix 13k+1 which satisfies the quasi-Neviton
equation.
For convenience, we adopt the following notation:
x  
= x, Bk - 130 13k+1 = Fi, xk+1 - xk 1 s ' F(xk+l) - F(xk) = y.
In this notation, the quasi-Newton equation which we wish Bk+1 to satisfy
is Fs = y. This equation uniquely specifies the action of B in the
direction of s. Since there is no apparent reason for B to differ from
B on the orthogonal complement of s, it seems reasonable to impose on B
the condition that Bz = Fz for all z such that z% = 0. It is easily
verified that there is a unique B which satisfies both this condition and
the quasi-Newton equation. This F is given by the formula
B=B+	 - Bs)sT
1812
Note that F and B differ by a rank-one operator. Restoring subscripts,
we obtain the iteration formulas for Broyden's method:
silt+l ° ssdt o Ddt1P(xlt)
T
(ylt - %o ld It
j old
where	 ylt ° 11(xlt+1) - P(xlt ) and	 alt ° ssdt+l - xIt.
Does Broyden'o method exhibit the ltey properties attributed to quasi-
Nzrton methods in the preceding section? It can be shovm that if x 0 and
B0 are sufficiently near x* and P'(x*), respectively, than the Broyden
iterates are well-defined and converge superlinearly to x ff . (The proof is
very :involved, and we omit it.) Also, it is clear that, for a given value of
It, the determination of x 10 and %+l requires only the n function
evaluations necessary to specify F(x 01), assuming that P(x lt) can be
provided from storage. Finally, it is evident that, for , a given k, xlt+1
and Bk+1 can be determined with 0(n2 ) arithmetic operations if13k1F(xlt)
can be evaluated vrlth 0(n2 ) arithmetic operations.
There are two ways of evaluating B l^ 1F(xlt) with 0(n2) arithmetic
operations, both of which require information about Bk-1. The first way is
based on the Sherman-Morrison formula C87 and produces 9- 1 from B 1 with
00) arithmetic operations in the follovring gray: write
B=B+ (y-BS)aT _ B+uvT
ISI2
STwhere u a (y - Bs), v -= ; then
IyI2
B1 B1 -	 1	 B1uvTB1 .
1 + <v,B-lu>
Q
9Tir) ceccnd cry is based on a ap(;eial factorization procedurO dui to C'.ai
and Kuriay [5] WAch bepino frith a factorization h, a OR and yi r,ldo a
factorizationkl t? I filth ©(n`) arithmAie operation3. (here, Q and
(-I are ortho;onal Orin N and It ere upp:)r-triatoilar.) : inee an n-dimenoional
linear oyctcm whose coefficient matrix in factored in this tray can be solved with
©(n2) arit}vnotie operations, this allows the evaluation of th!z tarns B1lI^'(xIt)
with ©(n`') arithmetic operations as desired. For rearono of ninnerical stability,
the Gill-Nurray factorization procedure is generally preferable to the method
using the Sherwan-Morrison formula.
5. Trio DPP and BI GS methods for tujeonatrained minimization
ror th:o purposes of this note, thw basic problem rX unconstrained minimization
may bo regarded as the problem of oolviR-, 4f(x) - D in an open convex subset D
of lin, where f is a nonlinear functional from D to R l . Clearly, this
problem is of the type introduced in Section 2, t-rlth Vf playiw the role of P.
The special feature of this problem is that the Jacobian of the function whose
zero is being sought is actually the Ileosian v 2f, a matrix which is certainly
symmetric. In fact, in most problems of practical interest, 0 2f is positive-
definite near the minimum of f.
It seems reasonable to require that the matrices I3 appearing in a quasi-
Newton method applied to an unconstrained minimization problem be symmetric and
positive-definite. Since each BIc is to be determined from its predecessor
by an update formula, it is reasonable to impose conditions on the update formula
which guarantee that symmetry and positive-definiteness are inherited by the
successive matrices Bk . Unfortunately, imposing hereditary symmetry as well as
the quasi-Newton equation completely determines a rank-one update formula, and
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thSo fovriala (1020 not (?12vantea (,orccquc.ntly,
on-, is lcd to bowls for rat^dt-two update folva.rlao which 111.3rrro thst th') euccesoivo
matrices Blc inhr'rit OY10atry cn1 pr;. itivc^ieFiniten os.
A General ran!z=twa update formaln which (aarantc oo 11 gn'AI "J"J o U etry
is the followinX :
V O B + (v o E1s)c^ + a 	 Bs) ^ e Cy ° [3J ' ccT
<Coo> 	 eC,Ci>i.
where c is any vector in W such thst ec,o> 0 0. A "natural" choice of
c which insures hereditary positive-Ilefinitenass wricnevor eya.,> > 0 is
c O Y. (wince <y,s> -^ eV2f(x {f)s,s> near 0, one expucto y,c> to tie
positive near xf).) '1'he re:,ultin@ update fo mtiila is that used in the
Daviclon^Fletchs r^Povn:11 (Dt P) method. Denotlrr; by 	 they updated matrix
obtained from B by applying this formula, one has
o B + (y Bs)yT + Y(Y^Be?)^ e ey Bu,c>Yy
1F; 
BDPP	
ey,tlp	 cy,s>?
T	 T	 T
= (1 - ^y;O>> )B(I - 
eYa a>) + eYaa>
As with Broyden's method, one can show that the DFP iterates converge
superlinearly to x* whatever x 0 and B0 are sufficient l y near x* and
42f(xf)), respectively, and that each iteration requires n function
evaluations and 0(n` ) arithmetic operations. Although the DFP update
formula is a bit more complicated than the Broyden update formula, experience
has shot-in that the DPP method is generally superior to Broyden's method for
problems in unconstrained minimization.
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At th^ I li iteraation, both Proyd(e,Ws matt.. ,
 ,r,3 th^ I714' method
r;.quire first tho determly ration of ia-1PNIt) ani than th^ uzul •itin,^; of f)It.
It is naT"wf;a to eslt w1r_rMw a more efficient method m9ijit be (;bi,aincd by
apply.--, aTl update formula directly to Blil . If wz) denote Fr' by fl
M(I ii°1
 by H, the E3uaai-h ,)vrton egwitlon Ss a y h^)ccmcs s d fly.
Gerrying out a dovelcpmr-nt ccRZ>letely ari,al© ouo to tint' luading to the DPP
update forrmila yields the update formula of the Broyderi-Pletch::r Mianto-
Goldfarb (BPO) method. Denoting by HBI"( , the urulated m .trix obtained from
H by applying this formula, one liar.
T	 T	 T
	
FiB1Y;5 (I m 
rY,^> H I <y,C>	 <yn5>
It is not difficult to see that, as in the case of thv Bn update, this
update acids a rant-tr;o correction term to If and gu<2rantce:, h ,-woditary opurin try
anti, if <y,o> > 0, positive-definiteness. Attain, it can be ohovm that the
BMS iterates converge superlinearly to x t} wherever x0 and HO are
sufficiently near 0 and v`f(x(t)-1, respectively. It is clear that each
iteration requires n function evaluations and 0(n2 ) aritlumstic operations.
The BMS method is not the same as the DFP method. In fact,
HISS = (BpI,P )-1 + vvT
where v - <y,Hy>1121<s,y> - <J"Y I . According to 137, there in "growing
evidence that BMS is the beat current update formula for use in unconstrained
minirdzation".
t
1
6. A potential application
We conclude this note by comparin m the properties of quaoi-Newton methods
to those of Newton's method and UIN, in a potential application to the
problem of obtaining; maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters in mixture
distributions. Such estimates, of course, play a fundamental role in certain
approaches to siffiatuz-e extension, estimation of proportions, and clustering.
For a description of the UHMM algorithm, see [6) and 17).
Let X be an n-dimensional random variable with probability density
function
P(x)= iEla01 Pi(x)
where
1	 0)TE0-1(x-N0)
Pi ( x ) - (2u)n/2 IE O I 1 2 e
i
and the proportions a  are positive and sum to 1. Suppose that (x )
1	 k k=1,...,N
is a sample of independent observations on X. By a maximum-likelihood estimate
of the parameters {a1 3 Ni' EOi }i=1,..,,m , we mean a choice of parameters
{a
=' Pi s E i ) i=1	 m which locally maximizes the log-likelihood function
N
L = k l log P(xk)
regarded as a function of the parameters 
' '1'
 Pi s E i ) i=1 	 m ' It is known
that, loosely speaking, there is a unique strongly-consistent maximum-likelihood
estimate.' (See 171 for a clarification and proof of this statement.)
The problem which we consider here is to approximate numerically the
strongly-consistent maximum-likelihood estimate. This is potentially a very
12
difficult problem. Indeed, the number of independent variables is
(m - 1) + mn + m n(z+1) a a number which may be very large. Furthermore,
the evaluation of functions derived from the log-likelihood Panetion usually
involves summation over the entire sample of N observation:, and, hence, is
a source of computational difficulty when the sample is large. In the table
below, we list the key properties of UFPi`Q.E, Newton's method, and quasi-
Newton methods when applied to solving likelihood equations obtained by
differentiating the log-likelihood function. It should be noted that, in
addition to the arithmetic operations listed in the table, each method requires
at each iteration the evaluation of the functions p i(xk), i = 1,...,m,
k= 1,...,N.
METHOD	 CONVERGENCE	 ARITHYMIC OPFMATIONS
PO ITERATION
UHMLE	 Linear	 0(mn2N)
Newton's Method
	 (Amdratic	 01(m2n4N) + 02(m3n6)
Quasi-Newton Methods
	
Superlinear	 0l(mn2N) + 02(m2n4)
Of course, many factors must be considered in addition to convergence
rates and the amount of arithmetic per iteration when deciding what sort of
algorithm is best suited in a particular instance for application to the
problem under consideration. For example, Uf U is a type of gradient
method; hence, one might expect UHUE to enjoy the relatively good global
convergence behavior usually associated with gradient methods. Furthermore,
gradient methods are often competitive in speed of convergence to Newton's
method and quasi-Newton methods when only "ball-park" approximations to the
13
lq
solution are desired. Since the nearners of tho maximum-likelihood estimate
to the true parameters W it be limited by the variance of the sample obser-
vations, "ball-park" approximations will certainly suffice except, perhaps,
in the case of a very large sample.
It is difficult to predict circumstances in which the advantage of fast
convergence for Net-ton's method and quasi-Newton methods will outweigh the
disadvantage of having to perform a great many arithmetic operations at each
iteration with these methods. However, it should be noted that if N is
very large relative to m and n, then the number of arithmetic operations
per iteration required by quasi-Newton methods is comparable to the number
required by UHYM. Also, if N is very large, one might reasonably want
to obtain very accurate approximations of the maximum-likelihoods estimate,
in which case the superlinear convergence of quasi-Newton methods is clearly
preferable to the linear convergence of UHMLE. Consequently, If N is very
large relative to m and n and if particularly accurate approximations of
the maximum-likelihood estimate are desired, then quasi-Newton methods appear
to have a clear-cut advantage over Ul ♦1<'ILC. In such circumstances, one might
retain the good global properties of UHMLE by employing a hybrid method..
which initially behaves like UME and then behaves increasingly like a
quasi-Newton method as the iteration proceeds.
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